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Abstract
The iterated 3-prism P r3n is the cartesian product C3 2Pn of a 3-cycle and an n-vertex
path. At each end of the iterated 3-prism, there is a 3-cycle whose vertices are 3-valent
in C3 2Pn . The iterated 3-wheel W3n is obtained by contracting one of these 3-cycles in
C3 2Pn+1 to a single vertex. Using rooted-graphs, we derive simultaneous recursions for
the partitioned genus distributions of W3n and a formula for the genus distribution of the
graphs P r3n . A seemingly straightforward way to construct either the sequence of iterated
prisms P r3n or the sequence of iterated wheels W3n , would be by iterative amalgamation of
a copy of C3 2K2 , such that a copy of C3 contained in it is matched to the “newest” copy
of C3 in the growing graph. Calculating genus distributions for the sequences would then
involve an excessively large set of simultaneous recurrences. To avoid this, we propose
a method of iterative surgery, under which the same vertex is considered a root-vertex in
all graphs of the sequence, and in which the successive calculations of genus distributions
require only four simultaneous recurrences. We also prove that the genus distribution of
P r3n not only dominates the genus distribution of W3n−1 , but is also dominated by the
genus distribution of W3n .
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Introduction

In this paper, the rooted-graphs method is used for computing genus distributions of the
iterated 3-prism P r3n , i.e., the cartesian product C3 2Pn of the 3-cycle C3 and the path
graph Pn . This is made possible by reducing the problem of computing genus distributions
of P r3n to the problem of computing genus distributions of the iterated 3-wheel W3n−1
obtained by contracting one of two cubic 3-cycles in P r3n , for n ≥ 2, to a single vertex.
Figure 1.1 shows the iterated 3-prisms P r3n+1 and the iterated 3-wheels W3n for n = 1, 2,
and 3.

Figure 1.1: Iterated 3-prisms P r3n+1 and iterated 3-wheels W3n for n = 1, 2, 3.
The motivation for obtaining genus distributions of iterated 3-prisms via genus distributions of iterated 3-wheels stems from the observation that subdividing the edges incident
with a particular vertex of the iterated 3-wheel and adding an edge between the subdivision
vertices yields the iterated 3-prism, as shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Obtaining the iterated 3-prism P r33 from the iterated 3-wheel W32 .
Familiarity with fundamentals in topological graph theory is assumed (see [7] or [22]).
Graphs are assumed to be connected and graph embeddings are assumed to be 2-cellular.
The genus distribution of a graph is the sequence of the number of its 2-cellular embeddings in each orientable surface. It may be written as a sequence g0 , g1 , g2 , · · · or as a
polynomial g0 + g1 x1 + g2 x2 + · · · . A closed walk along the boundary of a face is known
as a face-boundary walk. We abbreviate a face-boundary walk as fb-walk. An open subwalk of an fb-walk is known as a strand and a minimal open sub-walk of an fb-walk that
starts and ends at a vertex v, with no intermediate occurrences of v, is called a v-strand.
A single-vertex-rooted graph, or more simply a single-rooted graph, is a graph in
which any vertex is designated a root-vertex. The notation (G, v) is used to signify that the
vertex v serves as the root-vertex of the graph G. Analogously, a double-rooted graph is a
graph with any two vertices designated as roots. The rooted-graphs method has also been
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used with edges and sub-graphs serving as roots. In this paper, however, we assume that
any reference to a root is a reference to a root-vertex.
The problem of computing genus distributions was first introduced in [5]. Since then
genus distributions have been computed for various families of graphs using different techniques (see, for example, [15], [16], [9], [1], [10], [17], [12], [18], [11], [2], [20], [19],
[21], and [3]). More recently, techniques for finding partitioned genus distribution of
rooted-graphs have been developed in [6], [4], [13], [8] and [14] for calculating genus
distributions of large classes of graphs. In contradistinction to all previous results, where
each graph operation results in one or more new root-vertices in the resulting graph, this
paper has the novel feature that the same root-vertex is retained as a root for each graph
W3n , for successive values of n.
In §2, we introduce some machinery for obtaining recurrences for partitioned genus
distribution of the graph W3n in terms of the partials of W3n−1 . In §3, a formula for the
genus distribution of P r3n is derived in terms of the partitioned genus distribution of W3n−1 .
It is also shown that genus distribution of P r3n dominates the genus distribution of W3n−1
and is dominated by the genus distribution of W3n .

2

Genus Distributions of Iterated 3-Wheels

2.1

Rim-Insertion

Let (W3n , v) be a rooted-graph with root-vertex v. The graph (W3n+1 , v) can be obtained
from (W3n , v) by performing the following graph operations:
(i) each of the three edges incident on v is subdivided.
(ii) the subdivision vertices are made pairwise adjacent by adding three new edges.
The vertex v is retained as the root-vertex for W3n+1 . Thus, W3n+1 has three more vertices
and six more edges than the graph W3n . This is illustrated in Figure 2.1. We refer to this
operation as rim-insertion.

Figure 2.1: Applying rim-insertion to W3n iteratively, for n = 1 and 2.

2.2

Partials and Partitioned Genus Distribution

In any given embedding ι of the graph (W3n , v), the trivalent root-vertex v occurs exactly
thrice in the fb-walks of the regions of the embedding, giving rise to three v-strands. Based
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on how the three v-strands stand in relation to each other, the vertex v may occur once or
twice or thrice in the same fb-walk. As illustrated in Figure 2.2, the embeddings of (W3n , v)
on the surface Si can be classified into the following four types:
• Type a: root-vertex v occurs in three distinct fb-walks.
• Type b: root-vertex v occurs twice in one fb-walk and once in another fb-walk.
• Types c0 and c00 : root-vertex v occurs thrice in the same fb-walk. The two ways in
which this can happen are shown in Figure 2.2.
These four types are referred to as partial-types. The number of embeddings of the graph
W3n of partial-types a, b, c0 , and c00 on the surface Si are known as partials and are denoted
by ai , bi , c0i and c00i , respectively.

Figure 2.2: Partial-types a, b, c0 and c00 from left to right.
The partitioned genus distribution of the graph W3n is the set of sequences of its partials for each orientable surface. Clearly, summing the partials for each orientable surface
would yield the genus distribution of the graph. Like the genus distribution sequence, the
partitioned genus distribution sequence may also be written as a polynomial.
Example 2.1. The partitioned genus distribution of the 3-wheel W31 is 2a0 + 12b1 + 2c01
which implies that its genus distribution is 2 + 14x.
2.3

Productions for the Rim-Insertion Operation

It is evident that for each embedding ιw of the graph W3n , the rim-insertion operation induces (3!)3 = 216 embeddings of W3n+1 whose rotation systems are consistent with the
rotation system of ιw . By handling all 216 possibilities collectively with the rim-insertion
operation, rather than, say, by inserting the edges of a new rim one at a time, we are able to
keep the number of simultaneous recursions (see Corollary 2.3) down to four. This simplifies the calculation of partitioned genus distributions for W3n , as demonstrated in §2.4.
A production for rim-insertion classifies the 216 embeddings of W3n+1 , produced as
a consequence of applying rim-insertion to an embedding of W3n , into their respective
partial-types. The productions for each of the four partial-types are given in Theorem 2.2.
A production is symbolically written as:
xi [W3n ] −→

X
y ranges over all
sub-partial types
with ∆∈{0,1,2}

αyi+∆ yi+∆ [W3n+1 ]
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Each such production can be construed as signifying that any embedding of W3n of
partial-type x and genus i, as a result of rim-insertion, produces exactly αyi+∆ embeddings
of W3n+1 having partial-type y and genus i + ∆. For each such production, the sum of all
coefficients αyi+∆ on the right-hand-side is 216.
We refer to the left-hand-side of a production as the antecedent and the right-hand-side
of a production as the consequent.
Remark 2.1. If instead of the rim-insertion operation, the edges of a new rim are added
one at a time, the rim-insertion operation breaks into three stages. The first stage consists
of joining two of the three subdivision vertices, inserted on the edges incident on the root,
resulting in a 4-fold increase in the number of embeddings. The second stage consists of
a subsequent 6-fold increase in the number of embeddings from joining a trivalent vertex
to a bivalent vertex, and the third stage consists of a further 9-fold increase from joining
two trivalent vertices. Such a breakdown of the rim-insertion operation into three distinct
operations has the disadvantage that a different definition of production has to be used
for each of these three operations, leading to three sets of productions and three sets of
simultaneous recursions corresponding to these sets of productions. It would require a
considerable amount of effort to reduce the three sets of simultaneous recursions to the
single set of simultaneous recursions of Corollary 2.3.
Theorem 2.2 gives the complete set of productions for rim-insertion with the graphs
W3n and W3n+1 omitted from the antecedent and consequent, respectively, for greater readability.
Theorem 2.2. When an embedding of the single-rooted graph (W3n , v) undergoes riminsertion it produces embeddings of the resultant graph (W3n+1 , v) whose partial-types
and genera are specified by the following productions:
ai −→ ai + 42ai+1 + 15bi+1 + 117bi+2 + 30c0i+2 + 11c00i+2
bi −→
c0i −→
c00i

−→

6ai + 54ai+1 + 72bi+1 + 54c0i+2 + 6c0i+1 + 24c00i+2
30ai + 15bi + 117bi+1 + c0i + 42c0i+1 + 11c00i+1
27ai + 162bi+1 + 27c0i+1

(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)

Proof. Subdividing the edges incident on the root-vertex of W3n does not change the partialtype of the resultant graph embedding. All fb-walks other than the ones containing the
root-vertex remain unchanged. The fb-walks incident on the root-vertex are changed only
by the introduction of occurrences of the subdivision vertices. Similarly, the edge-ends of
the three new edges (added as part of the rim-insertion) are inserted into faces incident on
the root-vertex. Consequently, only the fb-walks incident on the root-vertex undergo any
change.
Each fb-walk incident on the root-vertex can be viewed as being constituted from
strands passing over the root and over one or more subdivision vertices. The addition
of the three new edges in effect breaks an fb-walk into strands which recombine with each
other and with traversals of the new edges to generate new fb-walks, as shown in Figure 2.3
for partial-type a. Figure 2.3 does not account exhaustively for all 216 embeddings and is
meant only as an illustration of the point in fact. The embedding types produced in the
cases shown are of types a, b, c0 , and c00 from left to right, respectively. Notice, that in
the first case the three fb-walks incident on the root break into strands that recombine to
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produce three additional faces. Since there are three additional vertices, six more edges
and three more faces, it follows by the Euler-polyhedral equation that the genus of the resulting graph embedding is identical to the genus of the original graph embedding prior to
rim-insertion. In the remaining three cases shown, there is one less face resulting in a graph
embedding with a genus increment of two. This accounts for the four terms ai , bi+2 , c0i+2 ,
and c00i+2 in the consequent of Production (2.1). Derivations of the remaining contributions
to the consequent are similar, and the number of drawings needed, if one proceeds by hand,
can be reduced by consideration of symmetries.

Figure 2.3: Changes in fb-walks for partial-type a.
The proof for Productions (2.1)−(2.4) consists of running the above-mentioned algorithm based on Heffter-Edmonds face-tracing for each partial-type. In doing this manually,
symmetries are useful for expediting the derivations. Figure 2.4 illustrates one such scenario. The empty box covering one of the subdivision vertices represents an unknown
rotation. For the remaining two vertices, fixing the rotation at one and varying it in all six
ways on the other breaks the fb-walks into the four strands distinguished by the color and
graphic indicated in the legend to the left of the figure.

Figure 2.4: Similar embedding types produced from symmetries.
In the upper half of the figure, the placement of the strands is such that for each way of
choosing the unknown rotation, represented by the empty box, the same type of embedding
will be produced for all three models. Similar is the case for the three models shown at the
bottom. Such symmetries can simplify the derivation of the Productions (2.1)−(2.4).
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To organize the efforts for deriving the 216 partial-types in the consequent of the productions, we consider the derivation of Production (2.4). We regard the rotations at the
vertices v1 , v2 and v3 in the inserted rim of the embedding model of Figure 2.5 as the
canonical set of rotations.

Figure 2.5: Set of canonical rotations at vertices v1 , v2 and v3 in the rim.
Then the remaining partial-types in the consequent of Production (2.4) can be obtained
according to three principles:
(i) Two of the three rotations at v1 , v2 , v3 are fixed as in the canonical set. Varying the
rotation at the third vertex in five ways gives 5 embeddings: 2 of type ai and 3 of
type bi+1 . By symmetry, there are three ways to choose such a vertex. This yields a
total of 15 (= 3 × 5) embeddings: 6 (= 3 × 2) of type ai and 9 (= 3 × 3) of type
bi+1 .
(ii) Fix the rotation on v1 as in the canonical set. There are 25 ways of varying the
non-canonical rotations at the vertices v2 and v3 . There are five ways of fixing a
non-canonical rotation at v2 giving rise to five cases:
(a) For three of these five cases, the five non-canonical rotations at v3 produce 5
embeddings of type bi+1 giving a total of 15 (= 3 × 5) embeddings of type
bi+1 .
(b) For the remaining two of the five cases, the five non-canonical rotations at v3
produce 2 embeddings of type ai and 3 of type bi+1 giving a total of 4 (= 2 × 2)
embeddings of type ai and 6 (= 2 × 3) embeddings of type bi+1 .
(c) This accounts for the 25 embeddings: 4 of type ai and 21 (= 15 + 6) of type
bi+1 .
By symmetry, the same is true if the canonical rotation is retained on vertex v2 or
v3 instead of v1 . This gives a total of 75 embeddings: 12 (= 3 × 4) of type ai and
63 (= 3 × 21) of type bi+1 .
(iii) If none of the rotations at the vertices in the rim is a canonical rotation, then there are
a total of 125 embeddings. There are twenty five ways of fixing the non-canonical
rotations at v2 and v3 .
(a) For four of these twenty five cases, varying the non-canonical rotations at v1
produces 2 embeddings of types ai and 3 of type bi+1 giving a total of 8 (=
4 × 2) embeddings of type ai and 12 (= 4 × 3) embeddings of type bi+1 .
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(b) For nine of the twenty five cases, varying the non-canonical rotations at v1 produces 2 embeddings of type bi+1 and 3 embeddings of type c0i+1 giving a total
of 18 (= 9 × 2) embeddings of type bi+1 and 27 (= 9 × 3) embeddings of type
c0i+1 .
(c) In the remaining twelve of the twenty five cases, varying the non-canonical
rotations at v1 produces 5 embeddings of type bi+1 for a total of 60 (= 12 × 5)
embeddings of type bi+1 .
(d) This gives a total of 125 embeddings: 8 of type ai , 90 (= 12 + 18 + 60) of type
bi+1 and 27 of type c0i+1 .
In summary the following types of embeddings are accounted for:
• One embedding of type ai for the canonical set of rotations in Figure 2.5.
• From principle (i) 6 embeddings of type ai and 9 embeddings of type bi+1 .
• From principle (ii) 12 embeddings of type ai and 63 embeddings of type bi+1 .
• From principle (iii) 8 embeddings of type ai , 90 embeddings of type bi+1 and 27
embeddings of type c0i+1 .
The sum of the number of embeddings for each partial-type obtained above accounts for the
consequent of Production (2.4). The proofs for the remaining productions can be organized
along similar lines. For brevity, detailed proofs of the given productions are omitted.
Corollary 2.3. Given the partitioned genus distribution of single-rooted graph (W3n , v),
the partitioned genus distribution of the graph (W3n+1 , v) is specified by the following
recurrences that express the partials of W3n+1 as a sum of partials of W3n :
NB: The partials on the right-hand-sides are for the graph W3n .
ai [W3n+1 ] = ai + 42ai−1 + 6bi + 54bi−1 + 30c0i + 27c00i
bi [W3n+1 ]
c0i [W3n+1 ]
c00i [W3n+1 ]

= 15ai−1 + 117ai−2 + 72bi−1 +
= 30ai−2 + 54bi−2 + 6bi−1 +
= 11ai−2 + 24bi−2 +

11c0i−1

c0i

15c0i
+

+

(2.5)

117c0i−1

42c0i−1

+

+

162c00i−1

27c00i−1

(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)

Proof. The terms ai [W3n+1 ] + 42ai+1 [W3n+1 ] in the consequent of Production (2.1)
contribute to the terms ai [W3n ] + 42ai−1 [W3n ] in Equation (2.5). Similarly, the terms
6ai [W3n+1 ] + 54ai+1 [W3n+1 ] in the consequent of Production (2.2) contribute to all the
terms in Equation (2.5) containing partial-type b, and finally the terms 30ai [W3n+1 ] and
27ai [W3n+1 ] in the consequents of Productions (2.3) and (2.4), respectively, contribute to
the terms in Equation (2.5) containing partial-types c0 and c00 , respectively.
Recurrences (2.6)−(2.8) can also be obtained by transposing the productions in a similar manner.
The reader may observe the similarity between Equations (2.5) and (2.7). In fact, as
the following result shows ai−1 [W3n ] = c0i [W3n ]. Corollaries 2.1 and 2.6 are given for the
interested reader and will not be used later.
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Corollary 2.4. The partial ai [W3n ] = c0i+1 [W3n ] for all values of i and n.
Proof. By the Heffter-Edmonds face-tracing algorithm, the partitioned genus distribution
of the graph W31 is 2a0 + 12b1 + 2c01 . The result is clearly true for the base case. Assume
that the proposition is true for W3k for all values of i and some k ≥ 1. Then, by inductive
hypothesis, Equation (2.5) becomes

ai [W3k+1 ] = c0i+1 [W3k ] + 42c0i [W3k ] + 6bi [W3k ] + 54bi−1 [W3k ] + 30c0i [W3k ]
+ 27c00i [W3k ]
=⇒
ai−1 [W3k+1 ]

= c0i [W3k ] + 42c0i−1 [W3k ] + 6bi−1 [W3k ] + 54bi−2 [W3k ] + 30c0i−1 [W3k ]
+ 27c00i−1 [W3k ]
= c0i [W3k ] + 42c0i−1 [W3k ] + 6bi−1 [W3k ] + 54bi−2 [W3k ] + 30ai−2 [W3k ]
+ 27c00i−1 [W3k ]
= c0i [W3k+1 ]

(by inductive hypothesis)

Remark 2.5. Corollary 2.6 below shows that the genus distribution sequence of an iterated
3-wheel is dominated by the genus distribution sequence of the successive member of the
family of iterated 3-wheels. All iteratively defined graph families do not necessarily exhibit
this characteristic. For instance, the edge-amalgamated open chains containing one, two
and three copies of K3,3 , respectively, have rising minimum genus [13].
Corollary 2.6. The genus distribution sequence of W3n is dominated by the genus distribution sequence of W3n+1
Proof. By re-arranging the terms, Equation (2.5) may be re-written as
ai [W3n+1 ] = ai [W3n ] + bi [W3n ] + c0i [W3n ] + c00i [W3n ] + 42ai−1 [W3n ] + 5bi [W3n ]

+ 54bi−1 [W3n ] + 29c0i [W3n ] + 26c00i [W3n ]
= gi [W3n ] + 42ai−1 [W3n ] + 5bi [W3n ] + 54bi−1 [W3n ] + 29c0i [W3n ]

+ 26c00i [W3n ]
It follows that gi [W3n+1 ] ≥ gi [W3n ], for all i ≥ 0.
2.4

Genus Distributions of W32 , W33 , W34 , and W35

By using the Heffter-Edmonds face-tracing algorithm the partitioned genus distribution of
W31 is
a0 [W31 ] = 2
b1 [W31 ] = 12
c01 [W31 ] = 2
Substituting these values into the recurrences given in Corollary 2.3, we get the partitioned
genus distribution of W32 as follows:
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a0 [W32 ] = a0 = 2
b0 [W32 ] = 0
c00 [W32 ] = 0
c000 [W32 ] = 0
a1 [W32 ] = a1 + 42a0 + 6b1 + 54b0 + 30c01 + 27c001
= 0 + 42 × 2 + 6 × 12 + 0 + 30 × 2 + 0 = 216
b1 [W32 ] = 15a0 + 15c01 = 15 × 2 + 15 × 2 = 60
c01 [W32 ] = c01 = 2
c001 [W32 ] = 0
a2 [W32 ] = 54b1 = 54 × 12 = 648
b2 [W32 ] = 117a0 + 72b1 + 117c01 = 117 × 2 + 72 × 12 + 117 × 2 = 1332
c02 [W32 ] = 30a0 + 6b1 + 42c01 = 30 × 2 + 6 × 12 + 42 × 2 = 216
c002 [W32 ] = 11a0 + 11c01 = 11 × 2 + 11 × 2 = 44
a3 [W32 ] = 0
b3 [W32 ] = 0
c03 [W32 ] = 54b1 = 54 × 12 = 648
c003 [W32 ] = 24b1 = 24 × 12 = 288
The partitioned genus distribution of W32 and the genus distribution obtained from it is
listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Genus distribution of W32 .
i

ai

bi

c0i

c00i

gi

0

2

0

0

0

2

1

216

60

2

0

278

2

648

1332

216

44

2240

3

0

0

648

288

936

For partitioned genus distribution of W33 , we again use Corollary 2.3 and substitute the
values of partials of W32 from Table 2.1 as follows:
a0 [W33 ] = a0 = 2
b0 [W33 ] = 0
c00 [W33 ] = 0
c000 [W33 ] = 0
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a1 [W33 ] = a1 + 42a0 + 6b1 + 30c01 = 216 + 42 × 2 + 6 × 60 + 30 × 2 = 720
b1 [W33 ] = 15a0 + 15c01 = 15 × 2 + 15 × 2 = 60
c01 [W33 ] = c01 = 2
c001 [W33 ] = 0
a2 [W33 ] = a2 + 42a1 + 6b2 + 54b1 + 30c02 + 27c002
= 648 + 42 × 216 + 6 × 1332 + 54 × 60 + 30 × 216 + 27 × 44 = 28620
b2 [W33 ] = 15a1 + 117a0 + 72b1 + 15c02 + 117c01
= 15 × 216 + 117 × 2 + 72 × 60 + 15 × 216 + 117 × 2 = 11268
c02 [W33 ] = 30a0 + 6b1 + c02 + 42c01 = 30 × 2 + 6 × 60 + 216 + 42 × 2 = 720
c002 [W33 ] = 11a0 + 11c01 = 11 × 2 + 11 × 2 = 44
a3 [W33 ] = 42a2 + 54b2 + 30c03 + 27c003
= 42 × 648 + 54 × 1332 + 30 × 648 + 27 × 288 = 126360
b3 [W33 ] = 15a2 + 117a1 + 72b2 + 15c03 + 117c02 + 162c002
= 15 × 648 + 117 × 216 + 72 × 1332 + 15 × 648 + 117 × 216 + 162 × 44
= 173016
c03 [W33 ] = 30a1 + 54b1 + 6b2 + c03 + 42c02 + 27c002
= 30 × 216 + 54 × 60 + 6 × 1332 + 648 + 42 × 216 + 27 × 44 = 28620
c003 [W33 ] = 11a1 + 24b1 + 11c02 = 11 × 216 + 24 × 60 + 11 × 216 = 6192
a4 [W33 ] = 0
b4 [W33 ] = 117a2 + 117c03 + 162c003 = 117 × 648 + 117 × 648 + 162 × 288 = 198288
c04 [W33 ] = 30a2 + 54b2 + 42c03 + 27c003
= 30 × 648 + 54 × 1332 + 42 × 648 + 27 × 288 = 126360
c004 [W33 ] = 11a2 + 24b2 + 11c03 = 11 × 648 + 24 × 1332 + 11 × 648 = 46224
The partitioned genus distribution and the genus distribution of W33 is given in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Genus distribution of W33 .
i

ai

bi

c0i

c00i

gi

0

2

0

0

0

2

1

720

60

2

0

782

2

28620

11268

720

44

40652

3

126360

173016

28620

6192

334188

4

0

198288

126360

46224

370872

Similar computations can be made for larger values of n. See Tables 2.3−2.4 for genus
distributions of W34 and W35 .
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Table 2.3: Genus distribution of W34 .
i

ai

bi

c0i

c00i

gi

0

2

0

0

0

2

1

1224

60

2

0

1286

2

152496

26388

1224

44

180152

3

4000752

1845504

152496

17280

6016032

4

20878560

23948136

4000752

900072

49727520

5

10707552

51333264

20878560

6932304

89851680

6

0

0

10707552

4758912

15466464

Table 2.4: Genus distribution of W35 .

3

i

ai

bi

c0i

c00i

gi

0

2

0

0

0

2

1

1728

60

2

0

1790

2

403380

41508

1728

44

446660

3

27945000

6768360

403380

28368

35145108

4

576580680

291382272

27945000

3988224

899896176

5

3302335008

3432610224

576580680

132308640

7443834552

6

3671430624

10025837856

3302335008

1034083584

18033687072

7

0

3276510912

3671430624

1467564480

8415506016
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Subdivision of any two edges incident on the root-vertex v of (W3n−1 , v), and adding an
edge between the subdivision vertices produces the graph (P r3n , v). For the rest of this
section, we use the term edge-addition to refer to this particular operation. Each embedding
ιw of (W3n−1 , v) induces four embeddings of (P r3n , v) under edge-addition. The partialtypes of the four embeddings of P r3n produced are determined by the partial-type of the
embedding ιw .
3.1

Productions for Edge-Addition

Akin to productions for rim-insertion, one can also define productions for other graph operations. In what follows, we derive productions for the edge-addition operation:
Theorem 3.1. When an embedding of the single-rooted graph (W3n−1 , v) of partial-type
a, c0 or c00 undergoes the edge-addition operation to produce (P r3n , v), the types of embeddings of P r3n produced are specified by the following productions:
ai [W3n−1 ] −→ ai [P r3n ] + 3bi+1 [P r3n ]

(3.1)

c0i [W3n−1 ]
c00i [W3n−1 ]

(3.2)

−→
−→

3bi [P r3n ]
4bi [P r3n ]

+

c0i [P r3n ]

(3.3)
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Proof. In any given embedding of W3n−1 of type a, subdividing the edges incident on the
root-vertex ensures that each pair of subdivision vertices occurs in exactly one of the fbwalks incident on the root-vertex. Because of this symmetry, for any choice of subdivision
vertices adding an edge between them results in the same type of embeddings. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the partial-types and genera of the embeddings produced as a result
are specified by Production (3.1).

Figure 3.1: Production (3.1).
A similar argument can be made for the productions for types c0 and c00 . These are
visualized in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3, respectively.

Figure 3.2: Production (3.2).

Figure 3.3: Production (3.3).
Theorem 3.2. When an embedding of the single-rooted graph (W3n−1 , v) of partial-type b
undergoes the edge-addition operation to produce (P r3n , v), the types of embeddings of
P r3n produced are specified by only one of the following two productions:
bi [W3n−1 ] −→ 2ai [P r3n ] + 2c0i+1 [P r3n ]

(3.4)

bi [W3n−1 ] −→ ai [P r3n ] + bi [P r3n ] + 2c00i+1 [P r3n ]

(3.5)

Proof. Let ι be a type b embedding. The left-hand-side of Figure 3.4 illustrates how subdividing the three edges incident on the root-vertex produces the subdivision vertices v1 ,
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v2 and v3 such that the fb-walks incident on the root-vertex are (v1 ∗ v2 ∗ v2 ∗ v3 ∗) and
(v3 ∗ v1 ∗), where ∗ represents zero or more occurrences of vertices other than the subdivision vertices. Figure 3.4 illustrates the case when an edge-addition takes place between v1
and v2 . By symmetry, this is also true for the case when an edge is added between v2 and
v3 . Both cases correspond to Production (3.4).

Figure 3.4: Production (3.4).
Production (3.5) specifies the scenario when an edge is added between v1 and v3 , as
shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Production (3.5).
Corollary 3.3. Let ti represent an embedding of P r3n of genus i and any partial-type.
When an embedding of the single-rooted graph (W3n−1 , v) undergoes the edge-addition
operation, the genera of the embeddings of P r3n produced are specified as follows:
ai [W3n−1 ] −→ ti [P r3n ] + 3ti+1 [P r3n ]

(3.6)

bi [W3n−1 ]
c0i [W3n−1 ]
c00i [W3n−1 ]

(3.7)

−→
−→
−→

2ti [P r3n ]
3ti [P r3n ]
4ti [P r3n ]

+
+

2ti+1 [P r3n ]
ti [P r3n ]

(3.8)
(3.9)

Proof. Productions (3.6), (3.8) and (3.9) follow directly from Theorem 3.1. Production (3.7)
follows from Theorem 3.2, as an embedding of W3n−1 of partial-type b and genus i in all
cases produces two embeddings of P r3n of genus i and two of genus i + 1.
Corollary 3.4. Given the partitioned genus distribution of single-rooted graph (W3n−1 , v),
the genus distribution of the graph P r3n is specified by the following formula:
gi [P r3n ] = ai [W3n−1 ] + 3ai−1 [W3n−1 ] + 2bi [W3n−1 ] + 2bi−1 [W3n−1 ]
+

4c0i [W3n−1 ]

+

(3.10)

4c00i [W3n−1 ]

Proof. This follows by transposing the productions in Corollary 3.3.
Remark 3.5. It may be observed that the genus distribution sequence of P r3n also dominates the genus distribution sequence of W3n−1 .
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Genus Distributions of Small Iterated 3-Prisms

The genus distribution of P r3n can be computed by substituting the values of the partitioned
genus distribution of W3n−1 into Equation (3.10), for n ≥ 2. We show this for n = 3 and
n = 4 by substituting values from Tables 2.1 and 2.2 into Equation (3.10) as follows:
Genus distribution of P r33
g0 [P r33 ] = a0 [W32 ] + 2b0 [W32 ] + 4c00 [W32 ] + 4c000 [W32 ]
= 2+2×0+4×0+4×0 = 2
g1 [P r33 ] = a1 [W32 ] + 3a0 [W32 ] + 2b1 [W32 ] + 2b0 [W32 ] + 4c01 [W32 ] + 4c001 [W32 ]
= 216 + 3 × 2 + 2 × 60 + 2 × 0 + 4 × 2 + 4 × 0 = 350
g2 [P r33 ] = a2 [W32 ] + 3a1 [W32 ] + 2b2 [W32 ] + 2b1 [W32 ] + 4c02 [W32 ] + 4c002 [W32 ]
= 648 + 3 × 216 + 2 × 1332 + 2 × 60 + 4 × 216 + 4 × 44 = 5120
g3 [P r33 ] = a3 [W32 ] + 3a2 [W32 ] + 2b3 [W32 ] + 2b2 [W32 ] + 4c03 [W32 ] + 4c003 [W32 ]
= 0 + 3 × 648 + 2 × 0 + 2 × 1332 + 4 × 648 + 4 × 288 = 8352
Genus distribution of P r34
g0 [P r34 ] = a0 [W33 ] + 2b0 [W33 ] + 4c00 [W33 ] + 4c000 [W33 ]
= 2+2×0+4×0+4×0 = 2
g1 [P r34 ] = a1 [W33 ] + 3a0 [W33 ] + 2b1 [W33 ] + 2b0 [W33 ] + 4c01 [W33 ] + 4c001 [W33 ]
= 720 + 3 × 2 + 2 × 60 + 2 × 0 + 4 × 2 + 4 × 0 = 854
g2 [P r34 ] = a2 [W33 ] + 3a1 [W33 ] + 2b2 [W33 ] + 2b1 [W33 ] + 4c02 [W33 ] + 4c002 [W33 ]
= 28620 + 3 × 720 + 2 × 11268 + 2 × 60 + 4 × 720 + 4 × 44 = 56492
g3 [P r34 ] = a3 [W33 ] + 3a2 [W33 ] + 2b3 [W33 ] + 2b2 [W33 ] + 4c03 [W33 ] + 4c003 [W33 ]
= 126360 + 3 × 28620 + 2 × 173016 + 2 × 11268 + 4 × 28620 + 4 × 6192
= 720036
g4 [P r34 ] = a4 [W33 ] + 3a3 [W33 ] + 2b4 [W33 ] + 2b3 [W33 ] + 4c04 [W33 ] + 4c004 [W33 ]
= 0 + 3 × 126360 + 2 × 198288 + 2 × 173016 + 4 × 126360 + 4 × 46224
= 1812024
g5 [P r34 ] = a5 [W33 ] + 3a4 [W33 ] + 2b5 [W33 ] + 2b4 [W33 ] + 4c05 [W33 ] + 4c005 [W33 ]
= 0 + 3 × 0 + 2 × 0 + 2 × 198288 + 4 × 0 + 4 × 0 = 396576
In a similar manner, genus distributions of P r3n can be computed for larger values of n.
We show genus distributions of P r3n for some small values of n in Table 3.1
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Table 3.1: Genus distributions of P r3n , for n = 5, 6, 7, and 8.
gi

P r35

P r36

P r37

P r38

g0

2

2

2

2

g1

1358

1862

2366

2870

g2

214136

498788

910448

1449116

g3

8881128

44501868

137348784

319427892

g4

104071392

1384449840

8434131048

32260431816

g5

335149488

15315619320

215271967896

1516697746416

g6

196655040

57841006176

2282687116992

33465180312144

g7

0

58174969824

9638974212192

343447934792400

g8

0

0

13727729155968

1575240986550240

g9

0

0

4218604167168

2866735730052288

g10

0

0

0

1571115983393664

As noted in Remark 3.5, genus distribution of the iterated 3-prism P r3n always dominates genus distribution of the iterated 3-wheel W3n−1 , where P r3n is obtained by adding
an edge to a homeomorphic copy of W3n−1 . A shift in perspective would be to view the
iterated 3-wheel W3n as having been obtained from P r3n by adding a 3-valent vertex to
it. A natural question here would be to ask how the genus distributions of W3n and P r3n
compare. From Tables 2.1−2.4 and Table 3.1, it can be observed that genus distribution of
W3n dominates the genus distribution of P r3n , for small values of n. In fact, this is true in
general as the following theorem shows:
Theorem 3.6. Genus distribution of W3n dominates the genus distribution of P r3n .
Proof. Let v1 , v2 , v3 be the three vertices in P r3n to which a new vertex is joined, in order
to obtain W3n . There are 8 possible sets of rotations at these three vertices. For each such
set of rotations, examining the strands of fb-walks incident at v1 , v2 , and v3 leads to the
conclusion that every embedding of P r3n contains a face in which all three vertices appear.
Thus, for every embedding of P r3n , it is possible to obtain an embedding of W3n on the
same surface, by placing the new vertex in that face. It follows that for each surface, there
are at-least as many embeddings of W3n as there are for P r3n .

4

Conclusions

Unlike previous results using the rooted-graphs method, this paper uses a single unchanging
root-vertex for computing genus distributions for each member of the family of iterated 3wheels W3n and of the family of iterated 3-prisms P r3n . This paper also establishes that
the sequence of genus distribution of W3n dominates the sequence of genus distribution of
P r3n , which in turn dominates the sequence of genus distribution of W3n−1 .
A general direction for future work is to programatically examine the possibilities for
manipulating root-vertices for computing genus distributions. The approach and algorithm
n
used in this paper seem in principle to be extendible to P rm
, for any fixed m, with a cor-
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responding increase in the size of the productions and partials, with definitions of partials
based on integer partitions analogous to the way they have been defined in [8].
Some questions raised by this paper are as follows:
1. In keeping with the strong unimodality conjecture, genus distributions of iterated 3wheels W3n and 3-prisms P r3n , that were computed for small values of n, were found
to be log concave. Can the recurrences for the partials be analyzed for affirming the
log concavity of genus distributions for these families?
2. It can also be observed from Tables 2.1−2.4 that for some small iterated 3-wheels
the mode of the genus distribution is either the maximum genus or one less than the
maximum genus. For larger n, the mode seems to migrate backwards. Our empirical
evidence suggests that for large n, the ratio of the maximum genus of W3n to the
mode of its genus distribution is approximately 1.185. Can this be proven using the
recurrences for the partials of iterated 3-wheels?
3. The distribution of each partial is observed to be log concave for the iterated 3-wheel
W3n , for small values of n (See Tables 2.1−2.4 for n = 2, 3, 4, and 5). Does this
hold true in general?
4. In case of W3n−1 and P r3n , it is clear that the domination of genus distribution of
P r3n is an outcome of the fact that it is obtained from W3n−1 by an edge-addition
between vertices adjacent to the 3-valent root vertex of W3n−1 . This means that for
any embedding of W3n−1 , there is a way to embed this edge in a way that subdivides
a face. For the same reason, it is also clear that if we were to take an arbitrary
graph G with a 3-valent vertex, then subdividing any two edges incident on the 3valent vertex and adding an edge between the subdivision vertices, results in graph
whose genus distribution dominates the genus distribution of G. The result does not
generalize to graphs with edges that do not share a 3-valent endpoint. For instance,
a dipole D4 has 6 planar embeddings, but subdividing two edges and adding an
edge between the subdivision vertices produces a graph with 4 planar embeddings.
Similarly, the result does not generalize to the case where the edges being subdivided
do not share a common endpoint, for instance, it is possible to subdivide two edges
of the planar circular ladder CL3 and add an edge between the subdivision vertices
so as to produce a homeomorphic copy of K3,3 in the resultant graph. It would be
interesting to have general results that characterize the operations that, when applied
to a graph, produce graphs whose genus distributions dominate that of the original
graph.
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